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YOUR CHALLENGES

In order to be more mobile, I save my documents 
to my cloud memory. How can I ensure that I can 
print documents without a computer?

Do I have to scan documents in on my PC before 
I can upload them to the cloud, or is there a faster 
way?

Access restrictions are indispensable in my busi-
ness. How can I secure access to my data in the 
cloud?

YOUR SOLUTION WITH CLOUD CONNECT

Printing without a computer: You can access 
Google Drive™ or Evernote™ directly from the MFP 
to print your documents.

Take the short cut: With Cloud Connect, you can 
scan documents directly from the MFP into your 
cloud account, entirely without a PC.

Data protection: Your Account is protected by a 
username and password, keeping your data secure.

Everyday business life is becoming increasingly dynamic and mobile. The use 
of smartphones, tablet PCs and cloud services has become the norm in many 
branches of business. But it is not just availability that matters. What do you 
do when you need to print a document saved to the cloud, or if you have to fi nd 
the right document quickly? TA Cloud Connect is an uncomplicated solution 
that reliably allows you to access your personal cloud account directly from any
HyPAS™-enabled multifunctional printer (MFP). Without a computer, essen-
tially at the touch of a button, you can scan to the cloud while away from 
your offi ce, and also print from the cloud at the nearest HyPAS™-enabled 
MFP. Using keywords and tags, you can access the right document directly. 
This is mobility that works.

ta Cloud Connect
Scanning and printing directly 
to and from your cloud account.



TA Cloud Connect

BUSINESS CHALLENGES

TA Cloud Connect is the consistent connection between your MFP and your cloud memory: It allows simple and direct access from the MFP to 

your Evernote™ or Google Drive™ account, in order e.g. to upload files. Conversely, printing is possible in an instant. Cloud Connect supports 

the formats JPEG, PDF and TIFF, and is guaranteed user-friendly thanks to its intuitive menu interface. Do you save a lot of documents to 

the cloud? If so, you will appreciate the practical search function. Whether on-the-go from your smartphone or tablet, from a computer, 

or directly from the MFP using Cloud Connect, you can access your documents in the cloud anytime, anywhere, and thus save yourself the 

need e.g. to have paper documents with you.

PRINT ANYWHERE

Mobile end devices such as smartphones and tablet PCs 

have changed the way we work. And new challenges keep 

on appearing in business as a result. Timing is of critical 

importance in the business world, and documents are  

increasingly being saved and even shared in a cloud.

TA Triumph Adler solves your requirements in relation to  

mobility and cloud services – irrespective of whether you 

want to print from mobile end devices or from the cloud. 

Data security is always included.

SCAN TO CLOUD 

Upload scanned documents directly to your Ever-

note™ or Google Drive™ account.

PRINTING FROM THE CLOUD 
Access your documents from the touch screen 

of your MFP.

NO PC REQUIRED 

The installation process is simple, and the applica-

tion does not require a separate server.

QUICK SEARCH 

Display all documents, or use the search function 

directly on the device screen.

SUPPORTED LANGUAGES 

Cloud Connect can be set up in English, 

Spanish, French, Italian, German or Japanese.

FILE FORMATS 

JPEG, PDF and TIFF formats are supported for 

printing and scanning.

SUPPORTED SYSTEMS

Compatible with all HyPAS™-enabled multifunctional printers.

Please note that some HyPAS™-enabled systems require a 

compatible optional memory card.

TA's HyPAS™ platform allows the development of customer- 

specific business applications for multifunctional printers. 

These expand the range of services provided by the system 

to meet the requirements of each user.

Your ta Triumph Adler Solution Center
In the document business, TA Triumph-Adler is the specialist. We analyse and advise 
business customers individually, implementing efficient document workflow in both  
paper and electronic forms, and providing sustainable service. In process optimisation, 
and whenever professional users manage, print, photocopy, fax, present and archive 
documents, Managed Document Services from TA Triumph-Adler are the first choice. 
Our customers profit from the consumption-optimisation technologies of our innovative 
systems. 

TA Triumph-Adler and the TA Triumph-Adler logo are registered trademarks of  
TA Triumph-Adler GmbH. 

All other trademarks mentioned are registered trademarks of the respective manufacturers.
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